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Abstract
Hardware transactional memory is ﬁnally becoming available in products from major vendors. Recently Intel announced that a set
of transactional synchronization extensions (TSX) will be available in its next processor microarchitecture, codenamed Haswell.
The beneﬁts of software simulation of this technology will remain signiﬁcant even after processors that support new instructions are
available on the market. The reason for this is that a simulation often provides more ﬂexibility during debugging and architecture
exploration. In this paper we describe an implementation of Intel R© restricted transactional memory (RTM) instructions, which are
a part of the Intel R© TSX, in the full system functional simulator Wind River R© Simics. Our goal was to enable correct execution of
these new instructions during all stages of operating system boot and user-level application execution and at the same time to keep
the high simulation speed that Simics is able to demonstrate. This model is used to enable pre-silicon software development.
Keywords: simulation, Simics, hardware transactional memory, RTM, TSX
1. Introduction
Hardware transactional memory [1] (HTM) is ﬁnally becoming available in products from major vendors. IBM
was the ﬁrst to oﬀer HTM in BlueGene/Q [2] and zEnterprise EC12 server [3]. Recently Intel announced that a set of
transactional synchronization extensions (TSX) will be available in its next microprocessor architecture codenamed
Haswell [4]. The beneﬁts of software simulation of this technology will remain signiﬁcant even after processors that
support new instructions are available on the market. The reason for this is that a simulation often provides more
ﬂexibility during debugging and architecture exploration.
Intel R© TSX poses certain challenges for a functional simulator designers who usually tend to omit modeling a
cache hierarchy altogether for the sake of speed. A naı¨ve implementation can break many original optimizations used
in simulators and thus reduce their performance. To avoid such negative eﬀects RTM features should be switched oﬀ
completely when none of simulated threads are inside transactions. This would guarantee that new functionality does
not aﬀect the simulator operation when it is not needed.
The speciﬁcation of Intel R© TSX is public [5, chapter 8]. However, it lacks essential details of its hardware
architecture and descriptions of exact conditions when certain events should or should not occur; that is, there are
many “may” clauses in it. This uncertainty requires a reconﬁgurable solution that can be conﬁgured to match real
systems when their exact speciﬁcations become available and also to explore available architectural options.
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The documentation only gives a description of an external interface and accepted behavior and does not describe
details that are important for a model implementer. Many essentially diﬀerent implementations conforming to it
can exist. Considering the “volatile” nature of RTM (lack of any guarantee that a transactional path will progress),
the simplest and the least useful one would just cancel any transaction right at its beginning. Therefore, to provide
something more reasonable and practically useful we made decisions based on practical usage cases and our previous
experience with RTM implementations. A signiﬁcant part of internal CPU conﬁguration related to transactional state
was made visible to the end user so that she can adjust it to her needs. We wanted to create a model that adhered
to the documentation, was useful in the sense that transactions have chances to commit and also required minimal
modiﬁcations to the production-quality code of existing processor models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of Wind River R© Simics features
relevant to the object of study. Section 3 presents a quick introduction of new instructions. Section 4 outlines the
implementation. Section 5 uncovers issues that were discovered in the course of the research. Section 6 describes
our evaluation with benchmark applications. Section 7 gives overview of related work. Finally in section 8 we make
conclusions and outline future work.
2. Overview of Wind River R© Simics
Wind River R© Simics [6] is a fast functional simulator that is used to model full systems that consist of multiple
processors, memory, peripheral devices like SATA disks and network cards, graphics cards etc. It is accurate enough to
be able to boot unmodiﬁed operating systems such as diﬀerent ﬂavours of GNU/Linux, Microsoft Windows, VxWorks
etc. It should be mentioned that Simics is not cycle accurate, i.e., it does not model internals of the CPU such as
pipelines, out of order features, branch predictors and the like; by default it does not simulate caches.
Considering instruction set simulation of IA-32 architecture, it provides models for most of Intel ISA extensions,
including vector commands of SSE, AVX and AVX2, virtualization technology Intel R© VTx, trusted execution tech-
nology Intel R© TXT etc. Simics CPU models are fast and extensible at the same time, because for every model there
are up to three simulation engines that are dynamically switched during a simulation transparantely to a user:
1. Interpreter is the most ﬂexible mode but also the slowest one.
2. Just in time compilation of target to host instructions, a technique also known as binary translation. This mode
is generally faster than interpretation but is also more complex for adopting new instructions.
3. VMP mode leverages hardware virtualization support of Intel R© VTx [7] technology to run target IA-32 code
directly on host, falling back to JIT or interpreter at virtual machne exit events i.e., when it cannot directly
execute new instructions not present on host or when an interrupt occurs. It is the fastest engine, though it is
also the most complex one to extend and to debug because of a host kernel module required for VMP to operate.
It is enabled only for simulation intervals that are longer than a certain threshold value because operations of
entering and exiting the virtual monitor mode are time consuming and such frequent switches can nullify any
performance beneﬁts.
3. Overview of RTM ISA
3.1. New instructions
Intel R© RTM extension to the IA-32 architecture includes four new instructions to start, stop, cancel and inquire
status of transactions [5]. Below is a short description of them.
• XBEGIN label designates entering a transaction. The processor thread saves its registers in a checkpoint and
goes to speculative mode. Further memory stores issued by this thread do not reach physical memory but
are temporarily kept until either XEND is encountered or a disruptive event or instruction cancels the whole
transaction. In the latter case the register state is restored from the checkpoint, instruction pointer (RIP register)
is set to label and no memory write is done.
• XEND designates a successfull end of a transaction. If speculative execution reaches this instruction then all
delayed memory stores are atomically committed. Saved register state checkpoint is discarded.
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• XABORT condition cancels a current transaction. Thread’s registers are restored from the checkpoint, except
for the EAX that stores condition value, and instruction pointer that is set to label from the preceding XBEGIN.
• XTEST – modiﬁes the CF ﬂag to indicate whether the thread is inside a transaction or not.
While the documentation allows for nested transactions it demands that they are eﬀectively “ﬂattened” to the
outermost one, that is, all inner XBEGIN and XEND instructions do not create or commit any additional speculative
state.
3.2. Changes in instructions semantics
The RTM speciﬁcation also dictates that several instructions are not allowed to be executed while a thread is inside
a transaction – they would cancel it. They are CPUID, PAUSE and XABORT, the last one allows to specify a reason.
It is also clear that any instruction that may operate on a piece of a processor state not saved in a checkpoint
have to cancel a transaction because it would be impossible to guarantee a complete state restoration otherwise. This
introduces several classes of instructions that are marked as disruptive and may cancel a transaction.
• All legacy x87 FPU instructions.
• Port I/O instructions: IN, OUT.
• Instructions that change segment, debug, control, VMX, SMX or model speciﬁc registers, non-status part of
EFLAGS, for example: LDS, far CALL, VMENTER, CLI etc.
• Ring transitions: SYSENTER, SYSCALL, etc. Note that it is possible to have a transaction in any ring.
• Processor state saving with XSAVE/XRSTR.
• Additionally, all interrupts and exceptions are required to roll back any speculation.
In our work they all were marked as disruptive. This was done to balance the implementation eﬀort because these
instructions do not give signiﬁcant computational performance and in the same time increase the checkpoint size
signiﬁcantly.
4. Implementation
This section outlines the concepts of Simics simulation that were important for this work.
4.1. Memory transaction
Simics memory transaction is a class of objects that models CPU memory requests. A transaction contains ﬁelds
that describe its properties: its logical, linear and/or physical addresses, request size, caching type (write back, write
through, write combining etc), atomicity, endianness, request type (read, write, fetch, inquiry of prefetch etc.) and
others. A transaction can traverse through multiple devices and its ﬁelds may be ﬁlled or modiﬁed by some of them.
4.2. Memory spaces
Real computer platforms often have a part of their physical memory space allocated for interaction with peripheral
devices – so called memory mapped input/output (MMIO). To provide ﬂexible means to model this Simics uses a
concept of memory spaces – pseudodevices that map every physical address to a particular responder device. Every
memory transaction originating from a processor walks through a hierarchy of memory spaces attached to it to end up
in a single device which then handles it and returns the result to the requester. See Fig. 1.
Internally, a memory space stores a set of records that have these ﬁelds: (base, length, device, priority). During a
lookup procedure an incoming transaction address gets compared with segments of all records to ﬁnd one that contains
it. If there are several matches then a device with the highest priority is selected. It can turn out to be a memory space
itself, in this case the lookup is repeated until a ﬁnal destination is determined. A memory space can have a default
target device that is used when no other mapping entry satisﬁes given memory transaction. A memory map contents
can be dynamically changed during the simulation eﬀectively moving, adding or hiding devices from processors.
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Figure 1. An example of the path of a transaction from the core through the memory space hierarchy to the device.
4.3. Translator device
The most often used Simics device classes are ram and rom, they represent continuous arrays of read-write or
read-only data. They are used to model numerous RAM and EEPROM storages present in modern systems.
The most ﬂexible class of Simics devices is called translator. It can implement arbitrary logic over incoming
memory transactions, for example, to change its address or to multiplex responder devices. A translator device called
snarewas created to implement a transactional cache that holds speculative memory state until it is committed. Every
simulated processor thread had its own instance of this device attached to it, and all snares were connected with each
other in order to provide conﬂict detection. The main idea was to modify memory space mappings dynamically in
response to events of processor threads entering or leaving speculative regions.
Let the core[x][y] be the x-th core, y-th thread1 of a simulated processor that issues a memory access operation.
There are three possible situations that can happen within an RTM system.
1. None of the threads are inside transactions (Fig. 2). In this the case snare is completely disabled and mem-
ory transactions are processed as usual. This guarantees that the speed of simulation of legacy workloads is
unaﬀected.
2. core[x][y] is inside a speculative region, others may or may not be in their respective speculation regions
(Fig. 3). The snare is active and it is inserted between the current thread’s private memory space mem[x][y]
and the shared space phys mem. It redirects any incoming transactions into a new ram object tx store[x][y]
used as a cache, populating it with data in the cases of cache misses. The snare’s second function is to snoop at
other snares to eagerly detect read-write and write-write conﬂicts and notify core[x][y].
3. core[x][y] is not using TM, but at least one remote thread is (Fig. 4). It still has to send snooping messages
to the remote thread to detect memory conﬂicts, that is why the snare[x][y] is attached, though it passes
incoming transactions through and does not redirect them to cache.
4.4. Implementation eﬀort
The described solution decouples HTM logic from a processor core model which underwent minimal modiﬁca-
tions that included decoding new instructions, saving/restoring checkpoint state and (the most time consuming and
tedious) marking several classes of instructions as RTM-disruptive. The rest of the RTM logic was done in the snare
device in about 2000 lines of code. We reused sources of a standard Simics cache model g-cache; originally it
provided a reconﬁgurable cache with MESI coherence protocol. For our needs it was heavily modiﬁed to remove
simulation of delays and to add new interfaces to interact with the processor core model; its coherence protocol was
simpliﬁed in order to just detect conﬂicts.
While our snare model was made cache-based, it is possible to support other existing HTM protocols, for example
log-based [8] or signature based [9] – only a new type of snare and no processor code modiﬁcations will be required.
1For models with Intel R© Hyper-Threading enabled value of y can be either 0 or 1.
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Figure 2. No threads have entered specula-
tive execution regions. All memory transac-
tions travel through default memory spaces
to end up either in RAM or a peripheral de-
vice.
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Figure 3. The thread is inside a specula-
tive region. A new snare device is inserted
between memory spaces to redirect relevant
transactions to cache and to maintain co-
herency with other caches.
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Figure 4. Current thread is not using trans-
actional memory but a remote one is in its
speculative region. The snare monitors all
transactions, passes them through and noti-
ﬁes the remote snares.
5. Lessons learned
In this section we describe problems discovered during the model development process and in the course of its
debugging in order to be able to successfully run target system and user level code.
5.1. Checking for memory caching types
It is clear that only accesses to simple, non-device backed memory can be cached inside a transaction, as delaying
a MMIO request would imply its side-eﬀects also to be delayed; that is not what a device or an OS expects. RTM
speciﬁcation clearly states that in such cases a transaction should be canceled and more traditional locking has to
be used. In our early prototypes we did not pay great attention to this fact. Yet, it turned out that Linux kernel
starts locking devices very early. Therefore we then made sure that simulated IA-32 memory type range registers
(MTRRs) [10, section 11.11] purposed to track caching types of memory regions were checked to detect when a
memory transaction targets a write combining or uncacheable one. Transactions that tried to access devices were
constantly canceled and after several attempts they were executed non-transactionally.
5.2. Simics speciﬁcs
In the process of implementation several issues were discovered that were related to the fact that Simics sometimes
uses memory transaction mechanisms to support non-architectural features. For example, non-architectural inquiries
originate from the Simics integrated debugger and are meant to “peek” into the model state but not to create any
architecturally visible eﬀects.
Additionally, Simics does not expect any intermediate translation layer when setting debugger breakpoints. To
make it work we did not include instruction fetches into speculative read sets and had to detect when a fetch intersects
with current write set. As a consequence any events of self-modifying code inside a speculation had to cancel it. This
behavior is allowed by the RTM speciﬁcation: a speculative code may not be able to modify itself. For the benchmarks
that we used in this work no cases of self-modifying code were observed.
5.3. VMP and transactions
Although VMP is the fastest mode available in Simics it is also known to be the most tricky one. As it relays
simulation to real hardware, which can behave in subtly diﬀerent ways, the results of VMP-powered simulation may
depend on the used hardware. For example, virtualization features of Intel R© Pentium R© IV have errata that do not
match Intel R© CoreTM family. In our case, it turned out that VMP handled most memory accesses internally without
even notifying the model that they had happened; thus they could not be processed by a snare. To mitigate this we had
to dynamically suppress VMP when entering speculation mode and to allow it when the last thread exits or cancels its
transaction.
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6. Evaluation
In this part of work a desktop with Intel i7-2600 CPU 3.40 GHz and 8 GB of RAM was used. It had 64-bit SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 10 installed as a host OS.
6.1. Applications
In order to be useful in practice new instructions should be used by applications, system libraries or operating
systems. To check implementation quality and speed we evaluated two principally diﬀerent simulation scenarios
described below.
1. Booting of Linux kernel version 3.5.0 for 64 bit. It was modiﬁed to use lock elision unconditionally for all locks
as described in [11]. Lock elision attempts to execute multiple threads in a critical sections simultaneously, each
of them being in a speculative mode. If such operation turns out to be impossible due to conﬂicts or architectural
limitations then classic locking will be used to pass that critical section.
2. STAMP [12] benchmarks version 0.9.10. This suite was designed for exploration of both software and hardware
TM implementations. The tests were run under the 64-bit Ubuntu 10.04. In order to compile the benchmarks
GCC version 4.5 was installed to support asm goto inline assembly syntax. The latter was required to deﬁne
“intrinsics” showed in Fig. 5 to branch the execution to a recovery path after a transaction has been canceled. It
should be noted that true RTM intrinsics have recently been added to both GNU and Intel compilers; they could
have been used instead.
#define XBEGIN(label) \
asm volatile goto(".byte 0xc7,0xf8 ; \
.long %l0-1f\n1:" ::: "eax","memory" : label)
#define XEND() asm volatile(".byte 0x0f,0x01,0xd5" ::: "memory")
#define XFAIL(label) label: asm volatile("" ::: "eax", "memory")
Figure 5. Macro deﬁnitions for the RTM “intrinsics”
The RTM ISA was added to the Wind River R© Simics 4.6 (build 4082) model of Intel Haswell. Its core frequency
was set to be 2000 MHz and number of simulated cores varied from 2 to 32 in the kernel boot experiment and from
1 to 16 for the STAMP. Prarameters of transactional caches in snares were chosen to match public speciﬁcations of
level 1 data cache of Haswell, that is 32 KB of 8 ways associativity, each line 32 byte size.
As there is no guarantee that any given RTM transaction will ever progress (the real example: a Page Fault cannot
be satisﬁed inside a transaction; only non-transactional execution of the same code is able to succeed and to clear
the path for later speculative iterations) we needed an alternative non-transactional path for each region. For this we
employed a single global Pthread mutex per program; it was used by a thread after several unsuccessfull attempts to
elide a lock. The deﬁnitions for the common STAMP code (ﬁle tm.h) are shown on Fig. 6.
6.2. Simulation speed and applications behavior
For the kernel boot benchmark we studied its simulation speed measured in MIPS (that is, millions of target
instructions per one host second) as reported by the Simics internal proﬁler system-perfmeter. The average MIPS
were measured for an interval from the moment after the GRUB bootloader hands control over to the kernel up to the
moment of mounting a root ﬁle system.
To estimate the slowdown caused by introduction of RTM three scenarios were compared: 1) RTM support was
enabled and visible to the target OS and applications, all locks were attempted to be elided and VMP was active
outside speculative regions; 2) RTM support was disabled, no locks were elided, while VMP was enabled all the
time; 3) RTM was enabled while VMP was deactivated. The last scenario allowed to see how gravely RTM hindered
beneﬁts of VMP. As Fig. 7 shows, a simulation with RTM instructions was about three times slower than one without
them. Still, until there were 32 or more simulated threads the scenario with both RTM and VMP was still faster than
one with VMP oﬀ.
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#define TM_BEGIN() { __label__ failure; \
int tries = 4; \
XFAIL(failure); \
tries --; \
if (tries <= 0) \
pthread_mutex_lock(&global_rtm_mutex); \
else XBEGIN(failure);
#define TM_END() if (tries > 0) \
XEND(); \
else \
pthread_mutex_unlock(&global_rtm_mutex); \
};
Figure 6. Two common macro deﬁnitions of the STAMP suite rewritten to use RTM. A non standard GCC-speciﬁc label extension was used
to deﬁne local block labels.
Figure 7. Simulation speeds of Linux kernel boot.
In order for this Simics model to be useful for software developers it should be possible to monitor how well RTM
code performs in applications, at least in terms of frequency of conﬂicts and other events disruptive to the speculative
execution. To study this we analyzed STAMP benchmarks.
Input parameters for individual tests were taken from README ﬁles accompanying each of them as suggested
for simulator runs (Tab. 1). Although we were able to compile all programs, only seven out of eight managed to run
successfully – the labyrinth program reported a failed assertion error during our tests and was not included in the
results.
A possibility to monitor frequency of RTM events was added to the simulator by means of a set of counters
that can be accessed through the Simics command line interface. Fig. 8 shows collected statistics for the kernel and
STAMP workloads. The following types of events that conclude individual transactions were recorded: committed –
successfully ﬁnished, capacity – canceled due to cache overﬂow, conﬂict – two or more threads accessed the same line,
exception – an exception occured while in speculation, instruction – a disruptive instruction that cannot be executed
inside a transaction encountered, interrupt – an external interrupt forced a transaction to be canceled.
The following observations can be made out of this experiment.
• The kernel boot test was the one with the highest ratio of transactions canceled due to disruptive instructions
IN/OUT and other privileged ones. This highlights the fact that not all locks can or should be attempted to be
elided, especially in privileged software that is able to execute more classes of disruptive instructions.
• Characterizations of individual STAMP benchmarks given in [12] matched behavior observed in our tests. For
example, the least contended ones were kmeans and ssca2.
Fig. 9 shows simulation speeds for STAMP benchmarks. As expected, simulation of user level applications was
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Table 1. STAMP benchmarks command line arguments used in simulation.
Benchmark name Command line arguments
bayes -v32 -r1024 -n2 -p20 -s0 -i2 -e2 -t 16
genome -g256 -s16 -n16384 -t 16
intruder -a10 -l4 -n2038 -s1 -t 16
kmeans -m15 -n15 -t0.05 -i inputs/random-n2048-d16-c16.txt -p 16
labyrinth N/A – failed to run
ssca2 -s13 -i1.0 -u1.0 -l3 -p3 -t 16
vacation -n2 -q90 -u98 -r16384 -t4096 -c 16
yada -a20 -i inputs/633.2 -t 16
Figure 8. Outcomes of transactions for studied benchmarks.
overall faster than system level kernel code because less complex privileged instructions were encountered and more
code could be run in VMP.
7. Related work
7.1. Hardware support
As it has been said in the introduction to this paper, IBM was the ﬁrst to implement TM in hardware in the
BlueGene/Q system processor. AMD has announced an Advanced Synchronization Facility (ASF) [13] ISA extension
proposal that constitutes another variant of HTM for the IA-32 architecture. Public documentation exists but no
hardware has been announced yet. Sun developed a processor codenamed ROCK with HTM support. After the
company was acquired by Oracle the ROCK project was canceled.
7.2. Software and simulator support
Too many variants of software TM implementations exist to mention them all. Generally they do not require
special hardware support from a CPU. Unfortunately, current observations are that the overhead of purely software
implementations severely diminishes beneﬁts of TM programmability. Therefore we focused on comparison of our
work with software simulation solutions which were created for diﬀerent architectures and were based on diﬀerent
software products.
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Figure 9. Simulation speeds of STAMP benchmarks.
A number of HTM studies exist that leverage Simics with GEMS [14] – a specialized cache simulator. Liu et
al. [15] propose an unoﬃcial extension for the SPARC architecture and are mainly interested in nested transactions
mechanics. Yen et al. [8], who extend SPARC as well, devised a spectrum of sophisticated HTM systems and give a
thorough analysis of their performance. Sun ROCK simulator support for HTM is described in Moir et al. [16], their
work was also based on Simics/GEMS and was for SPARC.
Compared to these papers in our work we focused on the oﬃcially announced technology and our target archi-
tecture was IA-32. Similarly, AMD ASF is for AMD64 extension to IA-32; it was implemented and studied in the
out-of-order cycle precise simulator PTLSim [17].
Considering Intel TSX alone, there is another simulator Intel R© SDE [18] that supports the new ISA. Being appli-
cation mode only, it is unable to evaluate operation of RTM in system software such as Linux.
8. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we described modiﬁcations to the Wind River R© Simics required to add support of Intel R© Restricted
Transactional Memory instruction set architecture extension. The initial goal to have a minimal impact on the simu-
lation speed was accomplished by carrying the transactional cache out to a separate device from the processor model.
Then we veriﬁed that our implementation is correct enough to execute both operating system and user level work-
loads. It was also shown that the simulation speed was high enough to be useful for software developement using this
model. The results of this work were included in the Wind River R© Simics Haswell model package. The modiﬁcations
to STAMP for RTM support were published at Github (https://github.com/grigory-rechistov/stamp-rtm).
It should be noted that currently RTM instructions are only interpreted by Simics, no JIT mode has been enabled
for them. This negatively aﬀects simulation performance. Our plans include enabling of JIT mode – it should not
require drastic changes to Simics core as it shares a lot of common code with interpreter. We also expect to carry
out a more extensive veriﬁcation of the implementation correctness on a broader set of user applications, libraries and
operating systems.
Finally, it should be noted that the second part of Intel TSX documentation describes a Hardware Lock Elision
(HLE) extension that introduces another, backwards binary compatible yet somewhat less explicit method to elide
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locks with help of two IA-32 instruction preﬁxes. It is planned to leverage the approach described in this work to
model HLE as well.
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